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Introduction
Durin g July an d August of 1957, fi eld in Le ll sities were measured from If transmitters 10cfl,Led ill Lh e Labrador and Gree nland areas with p rimarv el11-phasi b eing placed on Lransmissions from 'fh ulc, Greenland at 98.5 kc and tran smissions from Goose B ay, La,bl'fI,dor aL 82.05 kc. The effective radiatcd power as a funcL ion of antenna CUl'l'en t was ohtfl,ill eCl from each of Lh c L)'ansmi LLel's b y obsel'vi Il g Lhe mverse field produced by the Lran s miLLel'. All tllC fi eld intensities presented are normali 7.ed Lo a LL'ftn sm ittel' radiated power of 28.7 kw. The acLual field intensities on th e w'facc we)'o obtained by means of a 30-in . loop and a field ill Len iLy m eLee which was calibraLcd b~T fI, signal injected 1n series with the loop . The aircraft m easurements were performed usin g the antenna on the aircraft themselves, which were in effect top loaded monopoles. Th.e eff~ctive h eight in each case was obtained by cahbratLOns on the ground before takeoff by comparing the voltages from the antenna with the field intensity obtained by means of a loop posi tioned approximately 100 ft from the aircraft.
Observed Field Intensities
The location of the transmi tters and th e surrounding terrain involved in the various flight paths arc shown in figure 1. The field intensity observed for the groundwave along the Thule to Goose Bay path over the permafrost and icecap is shown in fi gme 2. The x's represent observaLion s taken very close to the path, while the circles represent observations made at various other locations in the Thule area. It is interesting to note that even at distances less than 10 miles, the intervening terrain has an appreciable effect on th e observed field intensity.
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In par ticular Lhe two circles which lie on the inverse disLance line fl,t 5, 2, and 7.6 m ile were for line-ofsight paths where there was a valley between thc LJ' fI,ns miLter and th e r eceiver. The next circle aL 8. 7 miles l'epl'esenLs th e field observed also on a lin eof-sigh t paLh , buL bclli nd a glacier of about 1 mill' ('xLe ll t in an open valley Loward Lh e LransmitLillg si Le . It can be seen tl I at Lhis sm all icefield caused a 3-dh d ecr ease in fLeld ill tcll sity. A simila.r abr upt dcc)'ease in field inLe ll s ity was also observed wh ell Jneas ul'c mell Ls were made on the edge and several miles out onLo LlLe main icecap. The Lwo calculaLed gro~1llclwfl,ve curves w ere obtained from daLa by WfI,LL [1] 1 and it can be seen Lhat th e surface field ftppal'cll Lly follows the groun dwa ve CUl've for tlw pOO)' arctic land up to a point where the glacier is l'eadJcd. Beyond this it b egin s to approach that for icc in a manner as would b e anticipated from the mixed path theory as has b een de crib ed b y M illington [2] and Wait [3, 4] . Figure 3 shows the field intensities observed during fligh t 1 and it is interesting to observe the rath er smooth slow variations which occurred over land till the coastline was reached at Hopedale. From here until Saglek was reached at some 300 miles from th e transmitter the field intensity varied quite rapidly as th e aircraft flew over the rather rough coastline and it is b elieved that these variations were caused by coastline effects [4] . The very deep null in th e vicinity of the Button I slands appears to have been caused by interference b etween the first hop skywave and the groundwave. The rather lar ge recover y in field inLensity out to the vicinity of Cape D yer is apparently caused by the decr ease in over land transmission caused by the path swinging out over th e Davis Strait. From Cape D yer to Cap e Atholl, the field decreased in a rather smooth manner and no apparent effects were observed from flying over rather large patches of sea ice during this portion of the flight. Once Cape Atholl was reach ed, t he field intensity began to vary at th e coast and then decreased extremely rapidly until th e last observaLioll was made at 2 miles from Thule. Figure 4 shows the field in tensity from Thule as observed on flight 2. During the initial portion of Lhis flight, th e aircraft skirted along the coastline ; however, once the aircraft departed from the coast, the field intensity rose considerably to a value appl'oximaLely 6 db high er Lhan thaL observed aL Lhe coastline. Once this maximum recovery point had been reached , the field intensity is observed to drop in th e manner anticipated for a surface wave over sea water from a transmitter with 10 db less power than that actually radiated . The dips at :320 and 450 nautical miles appeared to have b een caused by interference with the first hop skywave, and although dip 3 may be partially caused by in t, erference b etween sky and groundwave, it is li kely that a large portion of the reduction is due Lo th e poorly conducting mountainous terrain in the vicinity. In fact, it can be seen that the field intensity dropp ed very rapidly once the coastline was reached at Holsteinsborg, and that it r emained low until the coastline was again reached at Kangamiut. Once the coastline at Hopedale was reached , the field intensity decayed very rapidly appar ently due to propagation over the rather poor earth in this vicinity. This decrease was so rapid that th e field intensity dropped into the noise level at 100 miles from Goose Bay. Field intensities from the Sondrestrom transmitter at 132 kc were recorded during the second half of Hight 2, and are shown in figure 5 where it can be seen that the field is apparently influenced to quite a n extent by the surrounding terrain.
The results obtained on flight 3 ( fig. 6 ) are interesting in that, al though the flight was made during the day, the ionosphere was apparently disturbed to the point where it appeared as highly reflecting as at n ight. This can be seen from the general increase in field inten sities observed during this flight compared to flight 2 and from the diurnal variations in field intensity which were recorded at Goose Bay during, as well as preceding, this particular p eriod. This particular flight also appears to contain a coastline dip with recovcry effect; unfortunately, data was not taken tha t would record the exact dept.h of this dip. The rather high apparent ionospheric reflection coefficient present at this
,.. time raised the total field intensity in the region from 100 to 500 miles until a distance of 550 nautical miles was reached at which time there appears to b e a canceling of energy received by the various modes. The lack of nulls up to this distance may be caused by a lower than normal layer h eight as well as by a possible fill-lll from the 2d-hop skywave. After t.his null point was reached the field intensity recovered and remained rather high with some oscillat ions apparently due to coastline as well as interfering skywave effects until Lhe coast was reached at Hopedale. At this point th e field intensity again decreased very rapidly as in flight 2, and is probably due to the recciving antenna cutback effect, i.e. , olIt-of-phase ground-reflected energy.
Since it was anticipated that the coastline effect upon the groundwave may be somewhat different than that on an incoming skywave, a flight was performed over the icecap starting at a distance of approximately 30 miles from the coast and extending several miles out over the sea.. This flight was performed at 6,000 ft and the resulting field intensities from the Goose Bay transmitter, some 1,400 nautical miles distant, are recorded in figure 7 . It can be seen that there is a very great change in amplitude in th e vicinity of the coastline apparently due to interference which is probably caused partially by the discontinuity in conductivity as dcscri bed by 'Wait [4] , and in part by the changr, in elevation of the coastal cliffs as also de cribed by Wait and Murphy [5] . The manner in which the field intensity decrea es with increase in distance inland gives some idea of the loss in transmission or reception efficiency at thi frequency for radio stations located inland in arctic regions. It should be empha ized that these observations were made at a height of 6,000 it and that an even greater variation in field intensity is to be anticipated on the surface. The manner in which the observed field intensities at Goose Bay vary with time can be seen in figure  8 , where the fields were effectively averaged over approximately a 10 min period. The first 4 days of observation on the field from Thule appeared to have very similar diurnal patterns with a rather high maximum occurring approximately 1 hI" after midnight. This rather short nighttime field is likely due to the fact that darkness exists for only a relatively short period of time at the I-hop control point. During the day the field intensity decreased considerably and in general averaged around 2
Mv/m.
A rather similar nigh Lime maximum is observed on the 86-lcc transmission from Keflavik although here the maximum peak occurred about 1U h.r before midnight as might be anticipated from the path location. Field intensity recordings on 98.5 kc were resumed on August 9 and the rather abrupt decrease just before midnight was observed as before; however, from Lhis point on the pattern departed very markedly from that observed on previous days in that the field intensity remained rather steadily at a value almost 20 db above thp normal daytime values. It was fortunate that we were able to obtain a complete flight from Thule to Goose Bay during the time when this abnormally high field intensity existed.
To our knowledge, records of solar flares during this period do not indicate a very marked disturbance on the 10th and it is rather difficult to explain these high field intensities. The fact that the high field intensities were from the Thule transmission and not noise or interference is rather well substantiated by independent measurements of flight 3 and the system performance figures during this period.
Solar records do show that a large flare occurred on the 11th followed by an extremely large ionospheric and magnetic disturbance on the 13th ; however, this could explain the high field during the day on the 11 th but cannot explain our observation on the 10th. It may be that abnormal ionospheric conditions of this type are very easily caused in am'oral regions and OCCUT frequently.
Analysis of Results
In attempting to explain the observcd field intensities, we shall employ the results of numerous theoretical and experimental investigators. The method employed will be to start at the tran mitting siLe and determine radiation and launching efficiency and then follow the energy as it is propagated to the point of observation. ' H i-launching at Keflavic.
--.. 5 . The radiation efficiency for a given antenna is defined as the ratio of total power radiated to total power into the antenna. It is also well known t hat the radiation efficiency can be defined as follows: (1 ) where R r is the radiation resistance and R t is the total resistance seen at the base of the antenna. R t can normally be measured while R r can be calculated for relatively simple configurations [6, 7] . For a short vertical antf'nna we can write (2) where ha is the actual height of the vertical antenna and A is the wavelength. If the form of the antenna is complicated by top loading or supporting masts, it frequently becomes convenient to express the radiation resistance as (3 ) where h. is now defined as the effective height of the antenna. Equations are available for calculating h. for numerous types of antennas; however, it may become necessary to obtain this value by means of measurements in the ficld. This well-known method actually involves field intensity measurements to obtain the effective radiation power using the relationship
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as described by Norton [8] , which is good in the region d greater than A and less than the point where the inverse distance relationship no longer holds. When the ground conductivity is unknown, it may be necessary to make observations at several distances to be sure that t his distance is not being exceeded. If E is in millivolts per meter, d in nautical miles, the power radiated will be in kilowatts and it is relatively easy to then obtain the effective radiation resistance and the radiation efficiency of the antenna. It should be emphasized that eq (4) is based on t he field from a short vertical antenna over a conducting surface, and that if the antenna height becomes greater than two tenths A it will be necessary to include a correction factor because of the vertical radiation pattern. In the low-frequency range it is usually possible to reduce the antenna tuning coil losses and insulator losses to the point where they are rather small compared to t he ground resistance. In Arctic regions where the ground conductivity is low this factor must be carefully considered. Methods of calculating the effective ground system resistance are described by Wait [7] . Normally it is possible to obtain sufficiently good ground systems so t hat with tall radiators th e effecri ve radiation efficiency is relatively high in the order of 50 to 90 percent.
.2. Launching Efficiency
It is well known that the propagation of groundwaves over poor conductivity material causes a very rapid decrease in field intensity; however, the effect of poor conductivity materials on the launch ed skywave are not as well known. Since an appreciable amount of the terrain in these northern latitudes consists of ice , we have included some of its electrical properties in figure 9 as has been obtained from Dorsey [9] , where th e _ 50 C curves are expected to approximate conditions on the Greenland icecap, and the -50 0 C curves for those conditions on the Antarctic continent.
The usual procedure for calculating th e skywave field launch ed from a given transmitter is to first obtain the free space field intensity as given by eq (5) .
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where d is again in nautical miles, P r in kw, E in millivolts per meter, and then modify it by the reflection coefficient for a plain earth similar to those contained in [5, sec. 10] . Recent work by Wait has provided us with antenna terrain cutback factors which are calculated for launching over a spherical \ earth , and include fields for negative launching angles s uch as occur over rather long propagation paths. These terrain cutback factors are presented in figures 10, 11 , and 12 for various conditions. In figure 10 the effect of various types of terrain in the vicinity of the transmitting antenna are shown for 100 kc, and it is apparent that the presence of ice ' with its very low conductivity causes a tremendous decrease in the launching effectiveness of a tr ansmitting facility. For example, if a skywave is being launched at an angle of 0 deg, which would correspond to a distance of approximately 1,200 nautical miles, it can be seen that the effective transmitter Hl~
%r lr 1- (f) powor is r educed by a factor of 100 compared to launching over good land or sea wa ter. This launching fa ctor must also be considered at the receiving loca tion and the same type of correction m ade for th e appropria te terrain in the vicinity of th e r eceiver. Frequen tly th e r eceiver m ay be elevated above the surface such as wa th e case of our aircraft measurem ents. In these conditions a height gain function as describ ed by Norton [8] must be employed . Values of this function in the 1£ region for various types of terrain are shown in figure 13 .
One of the important ques tions that is still not adequately answered concerns the amount of poor conductivity or good conductivity t errain in the vicinity of an antenna that is required to make the terrain cutback factor curves applicable. This is a rather complex problem, but some idea of the factors involved can be obtained from the analysis employed by Norton [11] , in which he shows the m ethod of calculating Fresnel reflec tion zones in front of an elevated antenna. When the incoming wave is an ionospheri c reflectcd on e approaching at v ery low angles and with an antenna on the surface, the calculations become rather difficult especially when a spherical earth is con sidered . When nearly grazing angles are considered at a frequency of approximately 100 kc, it would appear that distances in the HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE, 1000 ft
order of 30 miles may be important. An experimental investigation of this particular point can be seen with the aid of figure 7 where the amount of poor conductivity terrain in front of an elevated antenna was changed from ° to 25 nautical miles.
It is an ticipated from other observations that the first hop skywave was essentially dominant at this time and that the incoming angle of arrival was approximately -1 deg. Since the icecap in this region is not extremely thick, it is possible that the appropriate terrain cutback factor should lie somewhere between the arctic land curve and that for ice. If this was th e case, we would anticipate a change of approximately 18 db between the field observed over sea water and that inland as shown in figure 10 . When we examine figure 7 we observe that the variation is closer to 11 db and we now must observe that this field intensity curve was taken at an elevation of 6,000 ft and that the height gain corrections must be applied. In figure 13 it is apparent that over sea water the h eight gain is essentially ° db while over the rather poor arctic icecap a correction in the order of 6 db must be applied. When 6 db is subtracted from the 18 db difference in terrain cutback factors, we obtain a value of 12 db which is in much closer agreement with that observed. It was also observed that the largest amount of reduction in field intensity occurred in the first 10 to 12 miles or about 7 wavelength s from the coast. This type of reduction indicates, as is expected, that the terrain in th e immediate foreground that is several wavelengths in front of the antenna, is much more important in determining the losses in launching efficiency than the ground further removed from the antenna itself.
3.3. Groundwave Propagation When the media separating the transmit.ting and receiving points is homogenous, the surface wave field can be obtained very readily from references [1 and 7] . Millington [2] and Wait [3] have considered the mixed path problem and it can be seen that even in the simple case of only two conductivities along the path that the calculation becomes complex. When the distance separating the transmitter and the discontinuity in conductivity is relatively small, it is seen from figure 2 that the transition from the form of variation with distance characteristic of the first medium to that of the second is rather rapid. On the other hand, when the distance from the transmitter is large, as for example in flight 2, the recovery effect takes place over a much longer distance. This effect is very likely caused by the fact that close to the transmitter the field has a complex structure, while at longer distances the wave is somewhat characteristic of a plane wave. It should b e mentioned that both the angle of propagation across the coastline and the height of observation will effect the rapidity of the recovery effect. After the transition period, from about 2 or 3 wavelengths to as much as 20 wavelengths, the groundwave is observed to behave in essentially the same manner as it would for a homogeneous medium with an increase or decrease in level depending upon the relative conductivities of the two m edia in question. As an example in figure 2 the field intensity appears to be following that anticipated for the over ice propagation at distances of 30 to 50 miles with an approximate 6-db increase in amplitude apparently caused by the 8 miles of soil in th e v icinitv of the transmitter itself. On the other hand, in figure 4 the surface wave increases from that at the coastline to a point where it follows the sea. water surface wave attenuation curve that is attenuated by 10 db from that expected for a complete over water path. In other words, the 50 miles of tundra and ice in the vicinity of the transmitter have apparently caused a loss of 10 db for the surface wave. It would also be anticipated that had the terrain in the immediate vicinity of the transmitting antenna been glacier , that instead of being 10 db down, the field would have been approximately 16 db lower than for an all sea water path.
In figure 5 where transmission from Sondrestrom is observed at a frequency of 132 kc the surface wave is observed to decrease quite rapidly going through some oscilla tions in the vicinity of 50 miles apparently due to a 7,OOO -ft mountain off to one side. Once the coastline was reached, the course of flight was changed so as to bring the path back into the shadow of this mountain and the recovery effect observed was appreciably less than anticipated apparently due to the shading effect of the mountain. Here the over sea water surface wave appears to approach a decay rate anticipated for a surface wave 21 db below that for an all over sea water path. In this particular case the lossy media although not entirely glacia ted, was very rough and produced an appreciable decrease in field.
A somewhat similar r ecover y effect was observed on flight 3; however, after the peak of the recovery was r eached at approximately 100 miles from the transmitter, the rather high skywave reflection coefficient existing at this time caused an appreciable amount of skywave energy to be present so that it was impossible to determine from this flight the characteristics of the surface wave. 
Skywave Field Calc ulations
The general ray path geometry involved in skywave propagation i shown in the sketch at the top of figure 14 where the launching and ionospheric reflecting angles are shown. These angles and the cosine of the ionospheric reflection angle are given in figure 14 for an effective height of 70 km which corresponds to typical daytime conditions and for an effective height of 90 km in figure 15 which is an effective nighttime condition. T he dotted lines on the I-hop psi curve show the anticipated values when atmospheric refraction is included in the calculations. This particular effect, along with a much more detailed description of the phenomena involved in skywave propagation, is described by Norton [12] . The time delays between the skywave and groundwave based on ray path length differences is given in figur e 16 so that some idea of the separation between cancellation and reinforcement points can be calculated. This figure is also employed to determine the total length of the skywave which is used in calculating the inverse distance field .
It now becomes apparent that the ky wave is I'educed by an anten lla vertical pattern and a launching factor at the transmitting site. It is al 0 decr eased by absorption and polarization conversion at the ionosphere and incr eased by a convergence coefficient llS described by Norton [12] , where the combined effect is considered as the r eflection coefficient II H" which can become greater than one for oblique paths. On arriving at the r eceiving point the sky wave is changed by the launching factor and vertica.l an tenna pattern at the r eceiver and the height gain factor if an elevated observation point is considered. For multiple hops the addiLional ionosphere r eflection and conversion coefficients and ground reflections must be included. This can be summarized as shown in the following equation where instead of multiplying ratios, we shall add all the factors as expressed in decibels.
Esm= K + Pr-Dp+ At-L t-I + Om -(m -l) (lm + G)
E sm= mth hop skywave field intensity in decibels above 1 MV jm, K = constant used in calcul ating free space field at unit distance, = 98.2 for nautical miles, = 99.4 for statute miles, = 103.6 for kilometers, F r= powcr radiated in db above 1 kw (see fig. 17 ), D p= inverse distance attenuation in db relative to unit distance (see fig. 18 ),
A t = transmitting antenna free space gain in decibels at launching angle"" (see fig. 19 ), L t = transmitting antenna launching loss in decibels relative to a loop in free space (see figs. 10, 11 , 12), J = ionospheric reflection 10ss = -20logIIRII + Om (see figs. 21, 22, 23 ) , m = number of hops, Om= convergence at ionosphere in db (see fig. 20 ), I m= ionospberic reflection loss for multiple hops which includes conversion as well as reflection coefficien ts, G= ground r eflection loss in decibels (see fig. 24 ), L r= receiving antenna launching loss in decibels relative to a loop in free space (see figs. 10, 11 , 12), A r= receiving antenna free space gain at launching angle "" in decibels (see fig. 19 ), and H = receiving antenna height gain in decibels over surface value (see fig . 13 ) . If
Before attemp ting to apply this equation, we shall first consider the ionospheric reflection factor. It should be emphasiz ed that the ionosphere is a very ' :; complex media, and that at present we only have an approximate knowledge of its structure. A recent survey of studies of the phase stability of ionospheric reflected radio waves from 16 to 500 k c has indicated ---,---,---,---,----,----r---r--r--- 14 r---,-------,---,--,-,~Tr" 
kc and higher, the ionosphere may be smoo th enough to yield essentially sp ecular reflection and as a res ul t full convergence; however, in the region of 500 1 c the reflections may become fairly diffuse for an appreciable percentage (estima ted 5 to 30) of the time.
On this basis, i t can be seen th at we should always employ th e full valu e of Om at vlf and also at If during the day, and that it m ay also b e applicable up to 500 kc for an appreciable amount of the time a t nigh t. Very excellen t descrip ti ons of many of the factors involved are given b y Bracewell et al. [13] and Waynick [14] . Ionospheric reflection coefficients have been obtained by a rather large number of investigators [15 to 19] and th eir results along with some of our observations at Goose Bay and on fli gh ts 2 and 3 have b een combined with appropriate corrections for antenna cutback facLor where required and the results presented in figure 21 . H e!'!' it is seen that the attenuatio n on r eflection at 100 kc increases wiLh the cosine of th e angle of incidence Lo a maximum value at vertical ineidence. It also shows that the summer noon values are much high er than winter noon which in turn ar e also higher tha n the nighttime values. It al 0 appears t hat t he ;t
cos cp FIGURE 
l nospheric Teftection coe.Uicient as a function oj angle oj incidence at 100 kc
Convergence factor removed. Estimated median values. Actual value at any time may differ appreciably from that shown .
variation in attenuation upon reflection as a function of angle is much less at night than during summer days.
To prevent u from reachin g th e cr roneO ll S co nclusion tha t this behavior is typical at all fr equencies, we have included figure 22 which shows the attenuation on refl ection as a ftmction of th e cosin e of t he angle of incidence for 16 .6 and 40 kc. H er e it ca n be seen that there is an appreciable BrewsLer angle' effect with a maximum attenuation in the region of 70 to 75 deg. This type of behavior is an ticipated at vlf and th e lower 1£ region b elow arollnd 70 kc where the ionosphere effective boundary is apparently rather smoo th and sharp as described in a theoretical paper by Wait and P erry r21] . As the frequen cy is increased, th e boundary becomes less sh arp so t hat the Brewster angle eff ect is not an ticipated at frequencies of 100 kc and up . In order to determin e the effect of different fr equencies upon the aLtenuation on r efl ection, figme 23 has b een prepared showin g the loss for an angle whose cosine is equal to 0.15 . This corresponds Lo a distance of appr oximately 800 nautical miles. IL can be seen th at the loss on r efl ection in cr eases r ather rapidly wi th fr equen cy durin g summer day time condition s r eaching a value in excess of 70 db at a fr equ ency of 700 kc. At noon in winter, Lhe in crease' is less pronoun ced and dur in g n ighLtime condiLion s the loss in creases ver y li tLle with fr equency unLil100 k c is reached and beyo nd this point a maximum valu e of 10 to 20 db in the r egion of 400 kc is expected. One of Lhe interesting appar ent indicaLion of the data making up Lhis particular curve ar e that at very low fr equ.e ncies, in the oreler of 15 to 20 kG , the re fl ection Convergence factor removed. coefficient at near grazing angles does not vary greatly either with season or time of day. This at first might seem to contradict the amount of observed increase in attenuation during the day over that observed at night. A closer examination of the problem by Wait [21] , reveals that in general the increase in daytime attenuation can be explained by the lower height of the ionosphere with the corre·· sponding changes in angles of launching. The seasonal and diurnal variation of the ionospheric reflection coefficient are well known to be correlated with solar radiation as has been shown for example by Pierce [23] where he relates the path attenuation coefficient to the sun's zen ith angle . The approximate zenith angles corresponding to the conditions described in figures 21 and 23 have been included to give a rough idea of this effect. It [5] .
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should be mentioned that sunspot activity will also affect the reflection coefficient and when more detailed curves of loss on reflection are prepared, they will undoubtedly include these effects. When more than one hop is considered, the ground reflection coefficient for each polarization must be considered as shown in figure 24 . When determining the efficiency of a given carrier in the presence of nois e and interference, it is n ecessary to know the charactrristics of the fading as well as that of the interference present as described by Watt et al [24] . Unfortunately, statistical distributions of the instantaneous carrier amplitude were not obtained during these observations; however , from the recorder record with a I-cps band, the fade rate was observed to vary from fairly rapid excursions during the snnrise and sunset periods to slower variations during the day and short night periods. It was interesting to observe that the abnormally high field intensity periods recorded during the day of the lOth and lIth showed a very steady carrier level with essentially no fading at all. This would tend to indicate that the ionospheric reflecting layer present at this time was much steadier than norma lly observed.
Some of the fading characteristics as described by Bowhill [20] are shown in figure 25 where it is interesting to observe that the fade rate is generally very low at frequencies below 70 kc and that it increases at higher frequencies. Bowhill also points out that in the intermediate region of 60 to 100 kc that fading recOl'ds show the presence of both a slow component of the magnitude of 0.0l cps and a high component whose rate is in the order of 0.2 cps. These fade rate observations combined with spaced receiver measurements indicate layer drifts in the ionosphere and rather random blob sizes which during the nighttime at a height of approximately 90 km appear to have an average effective horizontal size of 6 km. At a 100-km height as ob- served by frequencies in the order of 150 kc t h e 
mark r25] although the size of th e blobs he reports are
Cond ition: D aytime, northern latitudes, cos x",,0.2, 1= 1 m ed+2 d b somewhat larger than those expected by Bowhill.
In any event it is in teresting to note t he change in appearance of the ionosphere as fr equ ency is increased in the region of 70 kc and compare it with the nigh t time ionosp heric refl ec tion eoefficien t presen ted in figure 23 . H ere at more n early grazing incidence the eff ective change might b e anticipated to occur at a lower fr equency and it is possible that were sufficient data available, we would find that the r eflection coefficient at night changed very little up to 30 or 50 kc and that above this region the attenuat ion would increase rather rapidly .
I t should b e pointed out that the factor affecting t he amount of convergence obtained is actually the effective roughness rather than the horizon tal blob size. N orton [12] has sUIllmarized the phase sta- bili ty observations of a number of investigators over the frequency range of 16 t.o 500 kc and the results of this study plotted in terms of ionosph eric roughness is shown in figure 26 . These resul ts indicate t hat the convergence shown in figure 20 is probably al ways valid up to 100 k c and valid during the day up to 500 k c. At night from 200 to 500 k e the amount of convergen ce present is likely to vary from zero to the full amount. Three sample calculations for a 100 kc-frequency are included in t his r eport and are shown in tables 1, 2, and 3_ The results are also shown on figures 4 and 6. The calculations were made according to th e existing conditions at the t ime fligh ts 2 and 3 were made. For instance, fligh t 3 was made during daylight hours in northern latitudes where cos X ~ 0.2 . Our m easurem ents indicated however , that the ionosphere was not typical of day time conditions, ,----------------14. 6 14. 6 14 .6 14 .6 H . 6 14. • This low value for L, is d ue t o '" being negative and tho close proximit y of the seu in th e launc bing path.
b T he ch ange in L , is d ue to th e crossing of the sea coast at 1,250. Thus at 1,400 th e receiving ant enna launch ing area was over a rctic soil. b At these dist ances the ground r eflection point was on B a ffin I sland. , At this point the r eceiving antelllla was over land instead of sea as it ba d been up to 1,250 nautical miles.
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